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Abstract: The development of technologies that utilize eye movements as interface for motion detection has an
important role in human-computer interaction especially as a medium for controlling automated device such as
electrical wheelchair. The reliability of eye movement detection can determine the system performance which can be
implemented into an automated device. By tracking the movement of the eyeball, communication between users and
automated devices can take easily and may be used by people with hand-foot impairment. In this paper, we propose a
method by using the division of the eye region and checking the eyeball midpoint position for detecting the direction
of eyeball movement which can be used as a navigation in real time condition We also implement Haar Cascade
method for detecting the eye region followed by tracking using Kernelized Correlation Filter to produce stable
movement. This approach was proved reliable and could increase the precision and recall on eyeball movement
detection significantly, reach the average to 0.93 and 0.84. Even, our proposed method enables a suitable level of
sensitivity with low computational time.
Keywords: Eyeball movement detection, Region division, Eyeball midpoint, Tracking, Real time, Media control.

1. Introduction
The interaction of human and computer within a
few years has developed quite rapidly. Nowadays,
many devices have been controlled automatically.
However, not everyone is able to interact with an
automated device easily like people with impairment.
In fact, automated device such as electrical
wheelchair is one of the most essential requirements
for people with impairment’s social life, so they can
do mobility easily. In its development, people with
foot impairment is able to use a joystick or a remote
to interact with a device. But these media are useless
for people with hand-foot impairment. In order to
overcome the problems, there should be other ways
that can overcome these limitations. Eyes could be
an alternative choice that used for communication
between users and an automated device. Previous
research utilized eye tracking that will give access to
individuals with severe motor disabilities [1], the
eyeball movement also used for controlling home
appliance [2]. Moreover, eye movement detection

system also implement in vehicle industry field for
detect the driver fatigue [3-5].
The process of detecting the eyeball movement
consist of detecting the eye region that could be
used as a focus region in movement detection phase,
followed by the process of eyeball detection. This
research is emphasized on developing methods in
detecting the movement of the eyeball that can be
used as a navigation tool of an automated device
such as a wheelchair, smart motor, or replacement of
remote functions.
In this paper, the vertical and horizontal division
of the eye region box produced by the Haar Cascade
method and the Kernelized Correlation Filter (KCF)
tracker are proposed to generate accurate and
reliable eyeball movement detection with low
sensitivity level and low computational time. At first,
Haar Cascade Classifier is performed for detecting
the eye region with marked by a region box. After
getting the eye region, we apply the KCF tracker to
make the region box more stable and unchanged.
Then the detected of eye region will be cropped, and
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will be undergo a segmentation process by
converting into binary image for getting the eyeball
area. Finally, the direction of the eyeball movement
will be determined inside the eye region box.
This paper is prepared as follows. In Section 2,
explains related research that focuses on the method
of eyeball movement detection and their drawbacks.
In section 3, provides the proposed an architecture
of the eye region to get proper eye movement
detection. In Section 4, experiments will be
conducted along with a discussion of the results.
The final Section will be made a conclusion.

2. Literature review
Eye movement detection phase becomes an
important part, especially if applied as media control
of an automated device. Robust and rapidly
detection of eye movements in an automated device
can make the system run properly and in accordance
with user commands. Previous research have been
done by using x and y coordinates-based method to
determine the direction of the eyeball movement [6].
At the beginning, this method determines the initial
coordinate referred to Point of Gaze (PoG) of the
iris when facing forward as a reference. Then, the
new coordinates generated when the iris moves and
will be compared to the PoG. If there is a change of
x and y coordinate position from its reference
position, it will be detected as movement. But
coordinate-based method only accommodate two
types of movement, and it has a high sensitivity
without providing the appropriate range of
movement, since a slight change in coordinate
position has been considered as a movement, so it
resulting an ambiguous direction.
K. Arai and R. Mardiyanto [7] presented a
method using the angle value of each eyeball
movement. The angular value calculation is
obtained based on the sin and arcsin of a triangular
formula. If the angle value is greater than the
predefined threshold value, it will be detected as an
eyeball movement. This method also has accuracy
issues. The angle value generated from several
directions of eyeball movement can be the same
value and the threshold value can be changed,
thereby reducing the reliability of the system.
Previous method have been used to detect the
eyeball movement by utilizing Electrooculography
(EOG). EOG is a method that uses electrodes placed
on the skin surface around the eye [8]. The electrode
is processed using an amplifier instrument and based
on user's eye movements that generate voltage and
then send an electrical signal to the microcontroller
to determine the movement of an electric device
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such as a wheelchair [9]. But the EOG-based
method is constrained by some noise such as facial
muscles, muscle movement of the body, head
movement, and speech activity. In addition, this
method is spending cost enough.
Another study was conducted by S. Hoppe and
A. Bulling [10] by using Convolution Neural
Network (CNN) and Fourier Transform (FFT) to
detect the eye movement. Eye movement detection
is obtained by observing the change in signal
components generated by image pixels from eye
movement. The signal features of eye movements
are described in other forms into frequency
components using FFT. Then, the feature will be
identified using the CNN method to classify the type
of eye movement. The approach by using FFT and
CNN method as a deep learning algorithm can
produce the eye movement detection which is quite
detailed but it takes a long computational time.
General method has been offered by utilizing the
calculation of the pixels amount in a binary image.
Then, the movement of an eyeball is obtained by
comparing the pixel amount of the eyeball [11].
However, this traditional method also can only
accommodate two types of movement and requires a
long computation time, because the system must
calculate all section of pixels of the eyeball on each
part. Even, comparing the number of pixels of the
eyeballs enable the same pixel values which can
produce an error detection.
Ghani et al. [12] have proposed the key-point
position of the eye region which has an advantage in
computational time in the process of detecting the
eyeball movement. The process begins by detecting
the eye area and then marks the point of coordinates
of all parts of the eye including the position of the
eye corner using edge detection approach. While,
the eyeball detection was done by using the Hough
Circle method to determine the pupil area.
Furthermore, the eyeball movement will be detected
if the pupil coordinates change to the position of the
eye corner coordinates. The key-point-based
methods also have high sensitivity issues, since a
slight change in key-point has been detected as a
movement. In addition, some noise around the eyes
can lead to errors in the determination of coordinate
points of the eye corner that can affect the process of
eyeball movement detection.
To overcome the drawback of existing
techniques, we propose method for detecting eyeball
movement by divided the region of eye into nine
parts, that is vertically and horizontally in which
each region have different size area with certain
range. Then the eyeball movement will be detected
by checking the existence of eyeball midpoint
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position in one of all parts of the region to determine
the direction of eyeball movement. Hence, this
approach improves accuracy and accommodate
several movement direction that could be used to
control the movement of an automated device.
Moreover, minimize the level of sensitivity with low
computational time, can be achieved by using this
proposed method.

3. Proposed method
Our work scheme consists of four main stages
before entering the main stage of the eyeball
movement detection, such as getting the eye region
box, stabilizing the eye region box, detecting the
eyeball, and the division of the eye region box either,
vertically and horizontally.
To clarify the contribution part of the proposed
method, block diagram is given in Fig. 1.
Input Video

Eye Detection

Eye Tracking

Eyeball Detection

Proposed
Region Division
Method
Eyeball movement
detection

Direction of eyeball
movement
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The division of the eye region box is obtained
through the coordinate points of 𝑥1 , 𝑥2 , 𝑦1 , and 𝑦2 .
As illustrated in Fig. 2, in order to obtain each
coordinate point in the region division, the
calibration process is done by moving the eyeball
into four directions i.e. right, left, up, and down. For
example, when the user moves the eyeball to the
right, then by looking at the pixels that are on the
outer edge which is marked with green points, a
position of point 𝑥1 is obtained. When the eyeball
moves to the left, it will get 𝑥2 point. The same
thing happens to get the position of point 𝑦1 and 𝑦2 ,
respectively when the eyeball moves up and down.
Meanwhile, the values of 𝑥1 , 𝑥2 , 𝑦1 , and 𝑦2 , are
the maximum (max) or minimum (min) pixel values
of the eyeball image and can be described in Eq. (1)
until Eq. (4).
𝑥1 = max(𝑥 ∈ 𝐴)
𝑥2 = min(𝑥 ∈ 𝐴)
𝑦1 = max(𝑦 ∈ 𝐵)
𝑦2 = min(𝑦 ∈ 𝐵)

(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)

Where A can be expressed as the set of pixel
values of x coordinates in the eyeball image f(x, y),
while B is the set of pixel values of y coordinates in
the eyeball image f(x, y) as seen in Eqs. (5) and (6).
𝐴 =  {𝑥|𝑥𝑖𝑠𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑝𝑖𝑥𝑒𝑙𝑣𝑎𝑙𝑢𝑒𝑜𝑓𝑥𝑖𝑛𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑖𝑚𝑎𝑔𝑒𝑓(𝑥, 𝑦)}
𝐵 =  {𝑦|𝑦𝑖𝑠𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑝𝑖𝑥𝑒𝑙𝑣𝑎𝑙𝑢𝑒𝑜𝑓𝑥𝑖𝑛𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑖𝑚𝑎𝑔𝑒𝑓(𝑥, 𝑦)}

(5)
(6)

After obtained the coordinate points of 𝑥1 , 𝑥2 ,
𝑦1 , and 𝑦2 , it will form the architecture model of the
eye region box division as shown in Fig. 3. Based on
the box region that has been design, each part of
region will be checked whether there is the existence
of the midpoint of the eyeball to determine the eye
movement direction. Whether the eye moves to the
right, left, up, down, or forward.

Figure.1 Block diagram of eyeball movement detection

(a)

Figure.3 The architecture of the region box has been
divided into nine parts.
(b)
Figure.2 Calibration process to obtain coordinate points:
(a) obtain x1 and x2 point (b) obtain y1 and y2 point
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3.1 Eye region detection
Before detecting the eye movement, the system
must be able to detect the region of eye. In this case,
we used the Haar Cascade classifier method that has
the ability to detect an object appropriately [13]. The
detection process in the Haar Cascade was done by
changing the RGB image into grayscale image and
using integral calculation with some image
enhancement technique, considering good image
quality, can improve the detection process [14].
Haar Cascade perform filtering process using
selected haar feature template, inside a certain size
of rectangular window to find the eye region [15].
This filtering was done using selected haar feature
template. If the value of the haar features in a certain
region below the threshold then it has to be qualify.
However, if a haar feature value in a region is not
qualified, so there is no object to be detected on it
and its region area relocates to the others area. If the
area meets the feature, then the rules are performed
to the next feature. At least, if all requirements
fulfilled feature, it means that there is an eye part in
the area of the region. Considering region generated
by Haar Cascade method still contains other
unimportant parts, region of eye would be minimize
by eliminate other parts such as eyebrow that
interfere with the next detection process shows in
Fig. 4, and could be determine the fixed eye region
for use at the next phase.
3.2 Tracking using Kernelized correlation filter
(KCF)
Tracking is the process of searching for a
particular moving object on a digital image in a
frame sequence. In other words the tracking process
determines a fixed label on objects that are tracked
in different frames in a video [16]. There have been
many studies that developed the tracking method
one of them is the KCF method.
KCF tracker became the benchmark standard in
visual tracking and ranked third in the 2014 Visual
Object Tracking competition [17]. KCF solves
tracking problems with simple linear regression and
non-linear regression through double filters training
data, enabling the use of multi-dimensional features
such as Histogram of Gradient (HOG) and nonlinear
kernels such as Gaussian Filter. As same as other
detection-based trackers, KCF can be trained using a
set of training template variations by utilizing cyclic
shift modelling. Then to increase the processing
speed of various template variations, KCF utilizes
circulant matrix properties [18].

Crop eye region

Minimize
Eye region

Figure.4 Cropping region of eye and minimize eye region
to remove unimportant area

(a)
(b)
Figure.5 Eye box region without tracking process: (a)
spread everywhere, while the detection followed by
tracking process (b) is more focused

This tracking method is designed using the fact
that some positive samples used on Multi Instance
Learning trackers that proposed by [19], have
overlapping areas that are too large to be fixed by
the KCF method [20]. KCF tracker method has an
advantage in terms of motion change and noise
experiment that appropriate with our method
approach. Therefore, the condition of the eye region
box becomes stable and more focused. While the
detection without tracking process leads to
instability in the initialization process, because the
eye detection process will occur in each frame,
which will affect the distribution of the eye region
box spread everywhere in each frame, even tending
to detect errors around the eye area as shown in Fig.
5.
3.3 Eyeball detection
Detection of the eyeball area is obtained by
converting the eye image into binary image and
assembled by a morphological process. This was
done to produce a more intact eyeball shape. In
morphology, there are two fundamental operations
of erosion and dilation. Closing is a process of
dilation followed by erosion, the resulting effect is
to fill small holes in objects, combine objects
together, and generally made smooth boundary of a
large object without changing the object area
significantly [21].
Eliminating noise becomes an important thing in
the processing of digital images [22-23]. Closing
removes small objects from the foreground of an
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image and used to find or detect something of the
corresponding with a structuring element. Generally,
the Eq. (7) shows the formulation of the closing
operation, it seems that process of dilation (⨁) of an
image A followed by erosion process (−) based on
structuring element B. Erosion is useful for
constricting or attenuating objects in binary images,
while dilation is useful for extending or bolding
objects in binary images.
𝐴  𝐵 = (𝐴⨁𝐵) − 𝐵

(7)

By using the closing operation, then the eyeball
area will be clear as shown in Fig. 6 Afterward, the
midpoint of the eyeball can be determined. Eq. (8)
can be used for extract centroid data of an eyeball.
𝑤𝑖𝑑𝑡ℎ ℎ𝑒𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑡
, 2 )
2

𝑓(𝑖, 𝑗) = 𝑓 (

(8)

The midpoint coordinates 𝑓(𝑖, 𝑗)of the eyeball
is the point intersection from width of eyeball region
divided by two, with the height of eyeball region
divided by two.
3.4 Eyeball movement detection
After getting the essential components of our
scenario, such as getting the eye region box,
stabilizing the detection of the eye region, detecting
the eyeball and the midpoint of the eyeball, then we
can detect the movement of the eyeball by using the
division of the region box.
Region of eye divided into nine parts region that
is vertically and horizontally with certain size as
describe before. For horizontal partition, calibration
is required with the movement of the eyeball to the
right and to the left. While, for vertical partition,
calibration is required with upward and downward
gaze. Furthermore, the eyeball movement can be
determined by detecting the midpoint f(i,j) position
of eyeball inside of the region box. Based on the
illustration in Fig. 7, the rules of eyeball movement
detection can be translated by the following Eq. (9)
until Eq. (12):
𝑖 > 0𝑎𝑛𝑑𝑖 < 𝑥1
𝑅𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑡𝑓(𝑖, 𝑗) =  {
𝑗 > 𝑦1 𝑎𝑛𝑑𝑗 < 𝑦2

(9)

𝑖 > 𝑥2 𝑎𝑛𝑑𝑖 < 𝑤
𝐿𝑒𝑓𝑡𝑓(𝑖, 𝑗) =  {
𝑗 > 𝑦1 𝑎𝑛𝑑𝑗 < 𝑦2

(10)

𝑖 > 𝑥1 𝑎𝑛𝑑𝑖 < 𝑥2
𝑈𝑝𝑤𝑎𝑟𝑑𝑓(𝑖, 𝑗) =  {
𝑗 < 𝑦1 𝑎𝑛𝑑𝑗 > 0

(11)

𝑖 > 𝑥1 𝑎𝑛𝑑𝑖 < 𝑥2
𝐷𝑜𝑤𝑛𝑤𝑎𝑟𝑑𝑓(𝑖, 𝑗) =  {
(12)
𝑗 > 𝑦2 𝑎𝑛𝑑𝑗 < ℎ
𝑖 > 𝑥1 𝑎𝑛𝑑𝑖 < 𝑥2
𝐹𝑜𝑟𝑤𝑎𝑟𝑑𝑓(𝑖, 𝑗) =  {
𝑗 > 𝑦1 𝑎𝑛𝑑𝑗 < 𝑦2

(13)

If midpoint coordinate of eyeball is included
between range 0 to 𝑥1 and between range 𝑦1 to 𝑦2 , it
means the user moves the eye toward to the right.
Conversely, if midpoint coordinate of eyeball is
included between range 𝑥2 until width (w) of the
region box, and between range 𝑦1 to 𝑦2 , it means the
user moves the eye toward to the left. As well as
upward or downward movements, when midpoint
coordinate of eyeball is included in range 0 to 𝑦1
and between range 𝑥1 to 𝑥2 , it means the eye of the
user moves upward. While, if midpoint of eyeball is
included between range 𝑦2 to height (h) of the
region box, and between range 𝑥1 to 𝑥2 , it means the
eye of the user moves downward. We also
determine the initial eye gaze position that used as a
reference and it’s considered as facing forward. The
detection of facing forward obtain when the
midpoint of the eyeball is included between range
𝑥1 to 𝑥2 , and between 𝑦1 to 𝑦2 .
Referring to Fig. 7, region located in the right
and left corner are not applied in detecting the
movement of the eyeball. This is done in order to
avoid the oblique direction, while the system only
recognize four types of direction and facing forward
as an initial gaze.

Convert into
binary image
Closing
operation
Midpoint
Detection
f(i,j)

Figure.6 The eye region will undergo closing operation to
determine the midpoint of the eyeball

Figure.7 Midpoint position in each region would
determine the direction of eyeball movement
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Table 1. Calibration for eye region division
DownRight
Left
Upward
Data
ward
Gaze
Gaze
Gaze
Testing
Gaze
(x1)
(x2)
(y2)
(y1)
1
2
3
4
5
6

28

50

29
28
25
26
27

49
51
48

7
8
9
10

29
29
25
26

49
50

49
50

49
51

11
15
9
10
19
14

30
30
34
33
35

18
10
12

31
35

18

31

31
32

Table 2. Eye movement detection result using proposed
method
Total
Up
Down
Right Left
Predicward ward
ted
Predicted
0
1
0
36
35
Right
Predicted
Left
Predicted
Upward
Predicted
Down
Predicted
Front
Total
Eye
Gaze

0

38

0

1

39

4

2

35

0

41

1

0

0

28

29

0

0

4

11

15

40

40

40

40

4. Experimental result and discussion

Precision =

TP
TP  FP

Recall =

TP
TP  FN

20

38

35

40

34 35

28 28

20

18

0
Right

Left

Upward Downward

Eyeball Movement

Angle value

(10)

(11)

TP means the output system in accordance with the
user command. FP means that, the number of
detection errors involving all classes type of eye
gaze, FN means the number of detection errors
involving only one class type of eye gaze. Precision
represent the success rate of an eye movement class
type, of all types of test data classes, while recall
represent the success rate of an eye gaze class type,
from each class of testing data. Table 2 shows the
result of our proposed method using multiclass
calculation.
The left diagonal data that are marked bold,
shows that our proposed method successfully detects
the eyeball movement with reached total of 136 data
as shown in Table 2. This data will be compared
with the Angle Value method to prove that our
proposed method is reliable and accurate in
detecting real-time eyeball movement. Based on
multiclass data calculation and each result of eyeball
movement from Fig. 8, we get precision and recall
of our proposed method compared with Angle Value
method as shown in Table 3.
the number of
successful detection

To test the proposed method that have been
created, we did some experiments and tested by
involving 20 users around the University, with the
characteristics of rounded and narrow eyes, using a
webcam with 720hd resolution in real time which is
each users performs 2 times experiment for each eye
gaze. This experiment implemented on an Intel Core
i5-5200U processor 2,7GHz using Python 3.5 with
OpenCV. As a limitation, this test is performed in
bright enough lighting conditions, considering the
lighting condition affect on the detection process.
The data testing has been undergone scaling process
into 480 pixel height x 640 pixel width, and the user
is within 30 cm in front of the camera.
Before testing the eyeball movement, we did
some experiment to assign the values of the
coordinate points to be used in the region division
involving ten persons by taking the most frequent
values of each coordinate point as shown in Table 1.
Based on the experiment, the coordinate value of 𝑥1
is 29, the coordinate value of 𝑥2 is 49, the
coordinate value of 𝑦1 is 18, and the coordinate
value of 𝑦2 is 31. The following Fig. 10 shows the
results of eyeball movement detection using our
proposed method with predefined region size.
To evaluate the performance of our proposed
method quantitatively with four types of eye gaze
and facing forward as initial gaze, we measure in
terms of recall, precision calculation for multiclass
problems as describe in Eq. (10) and Eq. (11), define
by the number of True Positive (TP), False Positive
(FP), and False Negative (FN).

Proposed method

Figure.8 Eyeball movement detection result of each
methods
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Table 3. Comparison result of our proposed method with
angle value-based method
Processing
Angle value
Precision Recall
Time
based method
[7]
Average
Right
0.78
0.45
0.007 s
Left
0.86
0.5
0.015 s
Downward
0.7
0.7
0.012 s
Upward
0.47
0.85
0.006 s
Proposed
method
Right
0.97
0.87
0.0016 s
Left
0.97
0.95
0.0013 s
0.96
0.7
0.0017 s
Downward
0.85
0.87
0.0014 s
Upward

Since pixel based-method only accommodate
right and left gaze, so in this comparison, we only
compare our method with the right and the left gaze
of eyeball movement. Graph data on Fig. 9 and the
data in Table 4 shows the comparison between our
proposed method and the Pixel value method.
Meanwhile, on coordinate-based methods that have
sensitivity problems, our method will be compared
based on the accuracy value of the forward gaze
which is the initial gaze position, where the forward
gaze can indicate the sensitivity level of each
methods. Table 5 shows the comparative results
between our proposed method and the coordinatebased method, calculated from the total correct data
divided by the total of the overall data.
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successful detection
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40

35

32

38

34

30
20
10
0
Right

Left
Eyeball Movement

Pixel value

Proposed method

Figure.9 Eyeball movement detection result compared
with pixel value methods
Table 4. Comparison result of our proposed method with
pixel value-based method
Pixel value based
method [8]
Right
Left
Proposed
method
Right
Left

Accuracy

Processing
Time

80 %
85 %

0.034 s
0.029 s

97 %
97 %

0.0016 s
0.0013 s

Table 5. Comparison result of our proposed method with
coordinate method
Methods
Front Gaze Accuracy
Coordinate
20 %
Method [6]
Proposed
80 %
method

Figure. 10 Some of eyeball movement detection result using our proposed method
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(a)
(b)
Figure. 11 Eyeball movement detection result from comparison method: (a) angle value method get wrong detection
because of the threshold value and (b) our proposed method can fix the detection problems

(a)
(b)
Figure. 12 Eyeball movement detection result from comparison method: (a) pixel of Region method get wrong detection
and (b) our proposed method can fix the detection problems

(a)
(b)
Figure. 13 Eyeball movement detection result from comparison method: (a) coordinate method produce an ambiguous
direction and high sensitivity and (b) our proposed method can fix the detection problems

From the experimental results, it show that our
proposed method generate reliable eyeball
movement detection proven by each gaze of eyeball
movement obtained better precision, recall and
accuracy with low computational time, compared
with previous method both Angle value method and
Pixel value method as presented in Table 3 and
Table 4. In addition, sensitivity issues from
Coordinate method can also be handled by our
proposed method as presented in Table 5.
The best level of precision and recall of our
proposed method is obtained from left gaze of eye
movements, which reaches the value of 0.97 and
0.95, followed by the right gaze with a precision
value of 0.97 and recall of 0.87, as same as the
accuracy value also get a high enough results.
Eyeball movement detection based on angle
value method produces a detection error, due to an
improper threshold value assignment. As same as
detection using the Pixel of Region method allows
the same number of pixels on each region which
also causes detection errors, while our proposed
method can fix the detection problems as shown in
Fig. 11 and Fig. 12. On coordinate-based method,

the detection of eyeball movement has a high
sensitivity level which slightly changes from the
reference point (green point) is already considered a
movement as shown in Fig. 13. Thus, produce an
ambiguous movement direction, whether the
movement of the eyeball already moving to the right,
left, or still facing forward. Our techniques can
overcome the drawback. The movement should be
still detected in range of front gaze as generated by
our proposed method.

5. Conclusion
This paper provides a reliable method for
detecting the eyeball movement in real time
condition using the design of the eye region box
produced by the Haar Cascade method and the KCF
Tracker which has been divided into nine parts
either vertically or horizontally. The eyeball
movement will be detected by checking the
existence of the eyeball midpoint position in one of
all parts of the region box to determine the direction
of eyeball movement. By using these techniques, the
eyeball movement can be detected properly. The
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experimental results show the precision, recall, and
accuracy of each direction of the eyeball movement
using our proposed method is higher than the angle
value based-method and the pixel value-based
method.
In addition, the division of the eye region box by
providing the appropriate range can overcome the
sensitivity problems generated by the coordinatebased method. Moreover, our proposed method has
a low computational time, because it only checks the
midpoint position of the eyeball in each part of the
region box without having to calculate and compare
the total number of eyeball pixels as conducted by
the pixel value based-method, and without having to
calculate the angle value using trigonometric
formula as conducted by the angle value-based
method.
The high of accuracy with a suitable level of
sensitivity and low computational time, makes the
proposed method useful as an alternative medium
for controlling automated devices such as
wheelchairs and joystick replacements for people
with hand-foot impairment. For future work, it can
improve the performance of eyeball movement
detection which can adjust the lighting conditions
adaptively, considering the image processing of the
eyeball area in real time is very dependent on the
lighting conditions. Hence, we can add the image
enhancement method in order to obtain the eyeball
movement detection more quickly and accurately.
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